
CROSSFIRE PADDLE SHIFT CONVERSION KIT

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Version 10-14-11  C. Messmer 
A Latemodel21 Project



Disclaimer: 

This kit was designed and built buy an enthusiast for other enthusiasts. It has been designed with safety
in mind; however, how it is installed and used is beyond the control of the builder. Therefore, the
builder accepts no liability in excess of the purchase priceof this kit. If you find these terms
unacceptable, please do not purchase or install this kit. Thank you 

Application:

This kit was designed for use with all automatic transmission Chrysler Crossfire vehicles.

NOTE: 
It is highly recommended that you gather the required tools and read through the instructions 
completely before getting started. You will find that some of the subsequent steps and photos shed 
further light on previous steps. 

Tools you will need: 
T25 torx (or T27 in some cases) to remove air bag (the fold into handle style set has the proper length) 
T25 security Torx.... to disassemble shifter (can be purchased inexpensively as part of a set at harbor 
freight for example) 
Wire cutter/stripper/crimper of reasonable quality ( you will be cutting and crimping 18-22 gauge wire) 
Pair of diagonal cutters may come in handy too 
Pair of pliers (to close/crimp-on 2 wire taps) 
Soldering iron (& solder) 
10mm socket (with ratchet) 
8 mm socket (2 of them with ratchet) 
5mm T-handle Allen wrench  (Longer is better, with a ball tip if possible) 
10mm Allen wrench (this should be a socket style and may require an impact gun depending on 
tightness of steering wheel bolt) 
Phillips screwdriver 
Flat bladed screwdriver, small 
Flat bladed screwdriver, medium 
X-Acto knife blade holder (pencil size with new blade(s)) 
3/16” and 7/16" drill bits
Power Hand Drill (corded or cordless) 
Dremel tool with cutoff wheel or equivalent 

Additional Parts:
The recommended set of paddle switches to be used with this kit is Mercedes Benz AMG part number 
1712670046 (for the kit of 2. up and down). At the time of this writing, this set can be purchased from 
OE DISCOUNT PARTS for $104 (including shipping) 



Kit Contents: 

Paddle Shift Integration Module 
Power/Horn harness 
2-wire internal shifter harness 
Shifter to module harness 
Horn/Paddle interface harness 
Shifter dis-assembly tool/Paddle spacing guide 
2 amp fuse 
line tap 
male fast-on 
female fast-on 
template, paddle pocket 
8 cable ties 
cable tie mount 
1/2" x 1/2" adhesive backed foam square 
2 grommets 
2 thread-forming screws 



WARNING! DO NOT under any circumstances reconnect the Battery while
the AIR BAG is disconnected .... (turning on the key with the battery
connected and the air bag disconnected will cause your car to disable the
entire SRS system until you visit the Mercedes dealer for a system reset) 

Let's get started .... 

The kit and the instructions are laid out such that you can divide this into 2 shorter work sessions if you 
like (with the vehicle fully operational in between). Additionally, either Part A or Part B can be done 
first . After completing either section, you can reconnect the battery and all functions of the car 
(including the horn) will be as normal. 

NOTE: The related photos are "numbered"  referencing the PART, STEP, and completion sequence 
within that step. So, for example, when you get to PART A  Step 5 (Run "Power/horn harness") , you 
will be wanting to make sure that you have already familiarized yourself with pictures A5-1 through 
A5-3. 



PART A 

1) Move passenger seat to rearmost position.

2) Disconnect negative terminal of battery.

BEFORE YOU DISCONNECT THE BATTERY, you will need to familiarize yourself with the 
shifter lock override procedure (or put your shifter in a gear other than park before you disconnect 
battery).  The shifter lock override procedure involves inserting a non-marring blunt object about the 
size of a disposable ball point pen (use non-ball side) through the spring loaded flap on the top of the 
shifter (at 7:00) and pressing down lightly (with, perhaps, a bit of fore and aft rocking) while you pull 
the shifter out of park. 
 

3)  Open large plastic enclosure next to battery 

This box houses the K40 relay module, the ECM, and the Body Control Module. For the remainder of 
these instructions, we will refer to this box as the K40 box 

4) Open up foot-well/ mount Module 

Starting up-under glove box near firewall, pull back carpet , remove large Styrofoam board, and undo 
(3) plastic  nuts retaining large metal plate to which audio power amp is attached. NOTE: For better 
access in this area and increased visibility of cable (being routed from K40 box  in next step) you can 
remove 2 Phillips screws near underside of glove box and remove black panel above foot-well. 

Lift plate up slightly as you bring its top back and then lay it down towards passenger seat. 



Mount Module using 2 cable ties as shown 

5) Run "Power/horn harness"  (harness with 3-pin connector) 

Working under the hood, feed 3-pin-connector end of the Power/horn harness  from the K40 box into 
passenger foot-well area (there is a large opening in the K40 box near the bottom .leading through the 
firewall, 1" x 3" or so).  It is likely that one or two attempts at feeding the harness down into that area 
will result in cable "finding the hole" , however, if not, you may have to pull one or more of the 
modules (e.g. ECM, K40 ) up and out of the way to gain better access. 

Once you have successfully started the Power/horn harness  through the hole, loosely pull the harness 
into the foot-well area (from inside the car) leaving at least a  foot of cable in the K40 box. 

Take a moment to study the included photos of the Power/horn harness connections and refer back to 
them as needed while you complete the following steps... 



Locate the K40 module (the module in the K40 box with fuses installed into its top) and its connector 
"D" (it is the only connector with only 2 wires). 

Approximately 3" from connector "D", cut the yellow wire and prepare both its freshly cut  ends for 
crimp-on connectors by stripping 3/16" of insulation. Using a suitable crimping tool, crimp the supplied 
1/4"  FEMALE fast-on connector to the end coming directly from the connector "D" on K40 module 
and then, crimp the supplied 1/4" MALE fast-on connector to the end of the yellow wire that is coming 
from the fire wall. 

The other wire from connector "D" (pink and red) will NOT BE CUT, but rather is looped through the 
line-tap fuse holder (supplied attached to Power/horn harness ) which in turn is crimped down upon it 
(using standard pliers).  Note that the wire must be coaxed through a split in the fuse holders entrance-
ring. 



Connect the fast-on connectors from the Power/horn harness  to those just crimped on to the yellow 
wires and install  the 2 amp fuse (provided) into holder. 



Add 3 cable ties as shown in photo (to provide strain relief) then pull any excess cable into foot-well. 

Finally, connect  Power/horn harness to Module. 

6)  Remove shifter from car 

Remove shift knob by rotating the conical lock (below the knob) until it separates from the knob and 
drops (about 1/2 turn counterclockwise). Then pull knob straight up.   

Remove shifter bezel trim ring (approx 3" x 5" rectangular trim piece). First, using an appropriate 
plastic wedge, pry up lightly on Shift cover (plate with window switches mounted in it)  then push 
Shift cover back down. Bezel should now be raised enough to get your fingers (or plastic wedge) under 
its edges . Carefully work piece straight up and out. 



Remove slotted gate cover (trim piece) by lightly prying up one side and then the other 

Remove Shift cover by prying lightly with a plastic wedge. Disconnect power window switches from 
their mounts in Shift cover by lightly squeezing two tabs which retain switch in switch mount. 

Remove Rear-center console (see crossfire  manual for greater detail on this ). Slide off hand-brake 
cover.  Remove 2 nuts found under carpet in rear of center console storage area and remove  2 screws at 
front (that were exposed when Shift cover was removed).

Next, Study pictures A6-1 & A6-2 . There are two “Bridges” of sorts spanning the Front-center 
console from left to right. The Front bridge (in front of the shifter) consists of a metal bracket attached 
to Front-center console with screws. The Rear bridge is actually a molded part of the Front-center 
console; it is screwed to the top rear of the shifter and is also the front anchor point for the Rear-center 
console. This Rear bridge will be cut (see pic) as part of this modification (don't worry, all of the 
structure that it provides will be re-realized once it is re-attached to the top of the shifter)







Remove 2 screws securing Front-center console to top-rear of shifter 

Remove 2 securing Front bridge to Front-center console . (pivot bracket forward to gain better access 
to shifter forward mounting bolt as needed). 

Remove 2 screws directly to left and right of Front bridge 

Remove 2 nuts securing yaw and lateral acceleration sensors. No need to disturb their connections, just 
lay them to the side. 

Unbolt shifter from floor using 5mm Allen T-handle wrench (a bondhus style may make this easier) 

Modify the Rear bridge of Front-center console by trimming as shown in picture using cut-off wheel 
on Dremel or similar tool 

EXPERT TIP 
It is possible and arguably quicker to skip the shift lever to shift-rod clip removal (and 
subsequent re-attachment). It has been demonstrated that all of the following shifter dis-
assembly and mods can be done (once the Rear bridge is modified  and the 4 Front-center 
console screws forward of the shifter are removed as indicated) by  unbolting the shifter and 
leaving it clipped in and then removing and replacing the top half while the base of the shifter 
is still in the car.  However, the time saved is perhaps trivial, and leaving it clipped does hamper 
several of the operations. 

Put shifter in drive. Spread Front-center console at Rear bridge such that you can move shifter back 
and up exposing shift-rod-to-shifter clip. Remove clip by inserting small flat bladed screwdriver into 
side of clip and twisting to raise retaining lip of clip above end of rod then move clip enough on the end 
of the shift rod to hold the lip of the clip out. NOW set screwdriver down and grasp clip securely then 
pull off. WARNING: be careful with this last part you DO NOT want to drop clip down onto heat 
shield. 

Disconnect key-lock-in cable by squeezing plastic tab lightly while rotating 1/4 turn. Tab is on top, 
depress and rotate assembly out (as if unscrewing a bolt). 

Unplug electrical connector at front of shifter (you may want to remove a cable tie or two first). Pry out 
using smallish screwdriver  to grab thick lip of connector. 

Lift shifter out. 

7)  Modify shifter  

NOTE: All time references are as if a clock face was viewed looking straight down on the 
shifter with 12:00 being at front-center. 

Remove  winter/summer/gear indicator plate and set aside. 



Remove window cover (1 3/8" x 1 1/8" piece found on side of shifter at 10:30) and note 5-wire jumper 
harness beneath. Use small screwdriver to carefully pry connector (pry connector, not wire)  from its 
right side (rearmost) connection (approx 9:30); leave left side (forward) connection in place. Cover is 
not re-used. 

Using T25 security Torx bit, remove four (4) screws holding  shifter top on. Separate shifter top and 
bottom halves and set shifter bottom aside. 



Use supplied Shifter dis-assembly tool/Paddle spacing guide in 2 large slots on top of shifter (at 
12:30 and 5:30) to separate  the Shifter top frame from the Shifter top internals. This tool is pressed 
into the slots  (one at a time)  with 25 lbs of force or so as top of tool is lightly pushed outward. The 
Shifter top internals  will disengage as an assembly  (falling in/down relative to top plane of Shifter 
top frame).  Set Shifter top frame aside. 



The Shifter top internals will be further disassembled into 3 additional sub-assemblies; the PCB 
Carrier, the PCB Cover, and the Shifter-top-seal/gate.  Release four (4) tabs (at 11:30, 2:30, 3:30, and 
6:30) and remove the Shifter-top-seal/gate then carefully, topside-down, set it aside. Release six (6) 
latch-tabs (two (2) external at 10:00 & 8:00, two (2) internal at 12:00 & 3:00, and two (2) semi-buried 
at 1:30 & 4:30) and lift off PCB Cover. 



Holding PCB Carrier in left hand, pivot PCB outward by inserting right index finger under PCB (at 
5:30) and prying up. While doing so, notice the 5/16" x 1/8" slot directly below PCB (your index finger 
will be pointing at it as you pry PCB up). This slot is where you will feed the supplied 2-wire internal 
shifter harness through. 

NOTE: 
The small 2-wire internal shifter harness comes separately bagged to protect its pre-stripped 
and tinned ends .... be careful with these ends as they have been painstakingly prepped (and 
pre-tested for fit in a shifter pcb on my work bench). It is a tight fit: These ends get inserted 
through 2 very small plated through-holes in the PCB (after passing the cable though a hole in 
the shifter PCB Carrier)   .... THIS IS A STEP THAT YOU WANT TO GET RIGHT THE 
FIRST TIME (so look over the pictures carefully that cover it). 



Connect and secure supplied 2-wire internal shifter harness by first inserting through indicated 
through-holes in PCB (I recommend relatively high magnification glasses, tweezers, and a very 
patient,steady hand for this task). Using appropriate soldering equipment, complete connection of both 
wires by soldering from above as shown. If you need to ask, "what is appropriate ?", you probably 
should have someone more familiar with soldering do this part for you. One enthusiast found a local 
TV repair shop to solder this (they were open on a Saturday and only wanted $5 to do it !). 

Regardless of whether you do this yourself or have someone do it for you, study the next two photos 
carefully noting the solder-keep-out-area and soldered-wire trimming instructions before you begin.



You can check your connections with a meter if you like at this point, but a visual inspection should be 
enough. There should be no solder other than the very small amount needed to secure each wire. This is 
a part of the job you want to be neat and clean; you do not want to have to take this all apart later 
because you missed something now. 

An optional, quick test, to verify the likelihood that you have functional and correct connections can be 
done by measuring the resistance between the 2 installed wires of the 2-wire internal shifter harness. 
Probing the exposed metal in the green connector, you should read very close to 20K ohms between the 
2 wires when properly installed. This test can be performed anytime (later) but just remember, you want 
to get this right the first time. 



Clean PCB with alcohol (in attachment area) and apply supplied adhesive-backed foam piece as shown. 
Now lay the PCB back in position and press it into place (it should click into place). 

Reinstall the PCB Cover onto the PCB Carrier; all six (6) of its tabs should click into place. 

Finish reassembling the Shifter top internals by carefully picking up the Shifter-top-seal/gate, 
making sure that the belting is in place, and snapping it back on (making sure all four (4) tabs have re-
engaged). 



The 5-wire jumper (exiting Shifter top internals at 11:00) now needs to have the supplied wire tap 
installed onto its middle wire. 



Next, set the shift lever hole in the Shifter-top-seal/gate to the "Reverse" location (this becomes 
important in a moment) and guide the 5-wire jumper to its window as you bring the Shifter top 
internals  up into the Shifter top frame . The large latches (at 12:30 and 5:30) are more difficult to re-
latch then the others. The latch at 12:30 snaps in place essentially as expected, but the latch at 5:30 
needs to be helped from below.  Study picture A7-9, showing how the latch at 5:30 is re-engaged 
through a window in the PCB Carrier that lines up with a window in the belt of the Shifter-top-
seal/gate (when the shifter is in "reverse"). Use a medium sized screwdriver to apply force and re-latch 
as shown. 



Install supplied cable tie mount (after cleaning mounting area with alcohol) and secure the newly 
installed 2-wire internal shifter harness as shown. 



As you re-install the four (4) screws that hold the shifter top on, be aware that internal shift lever 
preload  will tend to make the top half of the shifter want to settle to the drivers side during re-
assembly, It is best if you push the top half towards the passenger side as you tighten the securing 
screws in order to line up the securing screws with the indentations they made (in the plastic) during the 
original assembly  process (as a reference for proper positioning). 

Reinstall winter/summer/gear indicator plate.

Plug free end  (rear connector) of 5-wire jumper back into its original position.

8)   Install "Shifter to module harness"  (harness with 4-pin connector) 

The Shifter to module harness should be run forward, up the driver's side of the shifter passing by the 
ground stud directly forward of the shifter. Connect its ground lug to this stud. 

The other connections at the shifter end of the Shifter to module harness will be completed later. 



Route the 4-pin connector end of  the Shifter to module harness to the passenger foot-well by first 
passing it between the Front-center console and carpeting on passenger side (into open air in front of 
passenger seat). Then, while lifting tunnel paneling with a plastic wedge, tuck the the Shifter to 
module harness securely out of view behind the tunnel paneling all the way back to the firewall. 

Plug Shifter to module harness into Module. 

9) Close up foot-well 

Re-secure plate using 3 plastic nuts previously removed, replace foam sheet noting orientation of 3 
mounting/alignment slots, and replace carpet. 



10)   Reinstall shifter 

Plug  factory harness connector into front of shifter 

Insert key-lock-in cable and turn 1/4 turn (locking tab should click) 

Attach shift lever to shift-rod with clip. 

Bolt shifter in place 

Connect paddle shifter harness to shifter. Plug 1/4" male fast-on into wire tap protruding through 
drivers-side of shifter . Mate the white 2-pin header to the green, 2-pin connector that was added to the 
shifter. 

Do remainder of Step 6  "Remove shifter from car"  (starting at Remove  yaw and lateral acceleration 
sensors) .in reverse order. 

11) Reconnect the negative terminal of the battery if you have already completed 
Part B OR you are stopping here for now and plan on using the car before you proceed with Part B. 
Otherwise, leave battery disconnected and move on to Part B 



PART B 

1) Disconnect negative terminal of battery.

2) Remove the airbag.

Unbolt airbag using the T25 or T27 Torx driver.

Carefully remove electrical connector and set airbag aside in a cool dry location facing up.

3) Remove the steering wheel.

Check that alignment mark on steering shaft is accurate and clear before removing wheel (clarify as 
necessary). 

Unplug horn wires from horn assembly (do not try to unplug from clock-spring; the clock-spring is the 
rotating plastic assembly, mounted in column directly ahead of steering wheel, that the horn and airbag 
wires come from), feed horn and air bag wires through relief in wheel as it is removed. Take care not to 
rotate clock-spring while wheel is off . 

4) Remove the horn switch & remove/modify horn base.

Remove the spring mounted horn assembly by taking out it's four (4) bolts. 



Remove the 4 bolts (need two 8mm sockets for this)  holding the horn base onto the wheel. Drill 7/16" 
holes in two (2) places as shown. 

5) Mount paddle switches in wheel .

Decide if you will be tapping threads, installing Helicoils, or using thread-forming screws and prepare 
accordingly. If you install Helicoils (my first choice) or merely tap threads (which also works fine),  8-
32 seems like a good choice. Be very careful to neither, drill, tap, nor force a screw deeper than 3/8" 
into the paddle switch's screw hole as this can render the switch nonfunctional (though generally, 
repairable). Your kit will probably include thread forming screws. This, being the attachment method 
Mercedes uses, should adequately secure the paddles in the steering wheel.. 



NOTE on paddle placement and NON Crossfire applications:
The Shifter dis-assembly tool/Paddle spacing guide is approx. 2.83" long. 2,75" to 2.85"  seems like 
an ideal dimension for the Crossfire Wheel. If you are using a Different Wheel (or vehicle), it is 
recommended that you install the left paddle first to check its fit relative to the turn-signal lever; keep 
in mind that due to the wide lip of the inboard (steering column) side of the paddle switch, it is not 
difficult to move the switch toward the wheel rim up to nearly 1/8” after you have cut your initial 
pocket. 

Carefully review the following pictures. Take note of the zero reference for tape measure in the photo, 
Shifter dis-assembly tool/Paddle spacing guide should be placed similarly. Also, note angle of paddle 
pocket. The paddles seem to be placed properly when the paddle is somewhat parallel to the top of the 
spoke; position template accordingly. The provided cutout-template is the same size as the portion of 
the paddle shifter switch that sits below the surface of the back side of the wheel; You just trace it with 
a knife and cut. Use a new blade on your X-Acto knife; cut straight down through the the rubber all the 
way to the metal frame.

Next, (above where mounting screw hole will be) cut a rectangular hole in rubber large enough for the 
paddle switch connector to pass through.

The template also has a hole that corresponds to the paddle shifter mounting hole; use this as a guide 
for marking where to drill the mounting screw hole. Be aware that poor mounting hole alignment 
and/or over-tightening of mounting screw can effect responsiveness (sensitivity) of switch (see 
"OPTIONAL TEST:" in step 7). There is no penalty for having a slightly oversized mounting screw 
hole. 3/16" is a reasonable size, but you can go a bit larger if you find your hole is not perfectly aligned 
with the mounting hole of the paddle switch. 

Finally, secure paddle switches to wheel. 





6) Reattach horn base & horn switch

Pass paddle switch harnesses through holes in horn base and grommets, seat grommets in horn base 
holes. You made need to cut the grommets (making them an open circle).

7) Reinstall wheel (apply anti seize under head of the securing bolt). 

8) Add Horn/paddle interface harness   

The fast-on connector of the yellow wire in the stock harness has a tendency to fit the corresponding 
connector in the Horn/paddle interface harness somewhat loosely; lightly compress the connector as 
needed to make a more secure, locking connection. 

Connections to Horn/paddle interface harness are mistake proof. Worth mentioning, the 
paddle switches will function correctly connected to either 3-pin connector on the Horn/paddle 
interface harness. 





OPTIONAL TEST: If you care to test the responsiveness (sensitivity) of the switches while the 
air bag is still out (and the battery is STILL DISCONNECTED),  you can connect your ohm 
meter across the brown and yellow wires of the horn "switch" and measure the resistance 
change as you operate each paddle switch. "UP" should give you a reading of  about 1210 
ohms and "Down" should read around 3650 ohms. Notice how responsive the switches are as 
you depress the paddles closer to the tips. If satisfied, go on to step 8, if not, revisit step 4. 

9) Reinstall air bag 

Reconnect the air bag trigger wire making sure it 'clicks' in place, then secure the airbag into place.

10) Reconnect the negative terminal of the battery.


